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Achievement Assembly  

It was so lovely to see so many faces on our first virtual assembly this morning. We were able to share stories from 

our school bubbles and news from home. Thank you to all the parents for sending in messages of achievements 

and praise. We look forward to seeing everyone again on Friday 26th June.  

 

Timestable Rockstars 
Well done to all of the children that played and helped their 

House.  

We have totalled the results from the four weeks of house battles 

and it was close but Earth are the winners – well done to all the 

children in Earth.  

 
In 4th place Jupiter with 44,781 

In 3rd place Mars with 59,297 

In 2nd place Saturn with 72,165 

In 1st place Earth with 74,070 
 
Most valuable players for the last week. 

 

 

 

 

 
Well done to everyone 
 
Uniform 
Families in receipt of a virtual voucher are able to use this for uniform orders. If you wish to place an order, please 
send the order via email to parents@loatlandsprimary.net by Friday 26th June  
 

Nut Free School  

As a healthy eating school, all break time snacks should be a healthy snack 

i.e. fruit, dried fruit, cheese, carrot/cucumber sticks, tomatoes, etc.  No 

sweets, cakes/cake bars, biscuits, cereal bars or crisps are allowed.  Please 

note we are a Nut Free School so children should not be bringing nuts as a 

snack or any product containing nuts. 

 

 

 

Saturn Mars  Earth Jupiter 

1st Christopher Y2 

2nd Alfie Y3 

3rd  Keira Y3 

1st Mason Y4 

2nd Bradley Y2 

3rd Aston Y3 

1st Jacob Y3 

2nd Yuvraj Y4 

3rd Oliver Y3 

1st Miles Y3 

2nd Kaycee Y3 

3rd Erin Y4 
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Bubble News 

Bubble 3 have made flags for their Castle – Our Kingdom topic using natural materials. 

 

Bubble X has been learning about lots of 

different things in the afternoons including 

volcanoes, Vikings, Mary Anning, Florence 

Nightingale and how chocolate is made!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bubble Z have been busy during their first week back at school. The children have been learning how to ‘draw with 

Rob’ and produced some excellent owl, unicorn and dinosaur pictures. The children have created some stained 

glass windows to brighten up the classroom and will be competing against 2 other bubbles in a weekly zoom quiz! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This week bubble 4 have been learning all about castles. We have named and labelled the parts, built castles out of 

magnetic blocks and lego and painted a picture of a castle using watercolours. 

In addition, we have made shields and talked about what makes us happy and what we do to make others smile. 

 

 

Bubble 5 have been getting moving this week.  Mrs Johnson has had us stretching and doing our Tai chi routines.  

Last Friday she took us on a pirate adventure.  I wonder what she has planned for this week?  We have been disco 

dancing, mountain biking and exploring under the ocean using imoves. We have been dancing and working out 

with Jack Hartmann in Maths sessions, and doing cosmic yoga too.  In PE this week, we have been learning how to 

skip and we are trying to learn some traditional skipping rhymes.  It turns out we have some super skippers with a 

brilliant sense of rhythm in year 1! 

We have also been working hard on the book ‘Tusk Tusk’ by David McKee, looking at how we are different from 

each other how we should behave towards each other.  We have made our own ‘Elmer’ style elephants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bubble 1 have had another amazing week! One of the highlights 

this week was reading Chapatti Moon by Pippa Goodhart and 

Lizzie Finlay. The children went outside to re-enact some the 

chapatti’s adventure soaring up to the sky to be the moon and 

being thrown like a frisbee! Afterwards, we collected up the left 

overs and threaded them onto pipe cleaners to make bird 

feeders which we have hung on the low branches of the trees in 

the playground.  Well done to Bubble 1 for being fabulous 

learners!  



 

Bubble X did Tai Chi with Mrs Johnson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Northamptonshire Virtual Sports 

A massive well done to everyone that has taken part in the Virtual Sports each week. This is a fantastic 

achievement and it is lovely for us to be recognised by Kettering School Sports Partnership. 

Keep up the great work 

Mrs Johnson  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


